CROSSWORD

ACROSS
7 Add blue colour to the Moominhouse again
8 Is the Moominvalley sometimes during nighttime
10 Muddler’s relationship to Hodgkins
11 Small aquatic creatures, who enjoy multiplication contests
13 Thingumy & Bob is one
14 Author
16 Writes new words for a song
19 Pen fluid
20 A Moominpappa accessory
22 Pancakes are the Moomins’ favourite ___
23 Is used when Moomintroll is chopping wood
24 Does 9 down do on the Riviera
25 He loves to fool the Police Inspector
28 Ends sentences
29 Do Hemulens like to do
32 What Mymble and 9 down were in “Moomin’s Winter Follies”
34 Sniff’s brother
35 The Moomin family leaves for the lighthouse in “Moominpappa and the Sea” because they need a change of this

DOWN
1 The smallest possible unit of meaning in linguistics
2 A seal on a letter
3 Are there a lot of in the 19th episode of the comic strip (Moomin Winter)
4 Snorkmaiden’s tool for keeping her fringe neat
5 An anagram that means the opposite of the original word or phrase
6 Daddy Jones’ occupation on the Island where Moominpappa lived in his youth

9 Moomintroll’s fair lady friend and admirer
10 Says Moominmamma when she wants something to happen immediately
12 Can Snork call 9 down?
15 A rope that Moomintroll and Moominpappa practices with before going to the Wild West
17 What Mymbles becomes when she meets Mr Brisk
18 Playboy on the Riviera
21 Strongman who started out juggling heavy rocks and balancing them on his head
24 Result of spiders weaving in the Moominhouse
26 The thing Snork likes to do
27 Positive answer from Moomintroll to Moominmamma
30 A literary work
31 Will anyone be who looks into the eyes of The Lady of the Cold
33 A string instrument
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ACROSS
7  Add blue colour to the Moominhouse again
8  Is the Moominvalley sometimes during nighttime
10  Muddler’s relationship to Hodgkins
11  Small aquatic creatures, who enjoy multiplication contests
13  Thingumy & Bob is one
14  Author
16  Writes new words for a song
19  Pen fluid
20  A Moominpappa accessory
22  Pancakes are the Moomins’ favourite
23  Is used when Moomintroll is chopping wood
24  Does 9 down do on the Riviera
25  He loves to fool the Police Inspector
28  Ends sentences
29  Do Hemulens like to do
32  What Mymble and 9 down were in “Moomin’s Winter Follies”
34  Sniff’s brother
35  The Moomin family leaves for the lighthouse in “Moominpappa and the Sea” because they need a change of this

DOWN
1  The smallest possible unit of meaning in linguistics
2  A seal on a letter
3  Are there a lot of in the 19th episode of the comic strip (Moomin Winter)
4  Snorkmaiden’s tool for keeping her fringe neat
5  An anagram that means the opposite of the original word or phrase
6  Daddy Jones’ occupation on the Island where Moominpappa lived in his youth
9  Moomintroll’s fair lady friend and admirer
10  Says Moominmamma when she wants something to happen immediately
12  Can Snork call 9 down?
15  A rope that Moomintroll and Moominpappa practices with before going to the Wild West
17  What Mymbles becomes when she meets Mr Brisk
18  Playboy on the Riviera
21  Strongman who started out juggling heavy rocks and balancing them on his head
24  Result of spiders weaving in the Moominhouse
26  The thing Snork likes to do
27  Positive answer from Moomintroll to Moominmamma
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For adults

SOLUTION

ACROSS
7  Add blue colour to the Moominhouse again
8  Is the Moominvalley sometimes during nighttime
10  Muddler’s relationship to Hodgkins
11  Small aquatic creatures, who enjoy multiplication contests
13  Thingumy & Bob is one
14  Author
16  Writes new words for a song
19  Pen fluid
20  A Moominpappa accessory
22  Pancakes are the Moomins’ favourite
23  Is used when Moomintroll is chopping wood
24  Does 9 down do on the Riviera
25  He loves to fool the Police Inspector
28  Ends sentences
29  Do Hemulens like to do
32  What Mymble and 9 down were in “Moomin’s Winter Follies”
34  Sniff’s brother
35  The Moomin family leaves for the lighthouse in “Moominpappa and the Sea” because they need a change of this

DOWN
1  The smallest possible unit of meaning in linguistics
2  A seal on a letter
3  Are there a lot of in the 19th episode of the comic strip (Moomin Winter)
4  Snorkmaiden’s tool for keeping her fringe neat
5  An anagram that means the opposite of the original word or phrase
6  Daddy Jones’ occupation on the Island where Moominpappa lived in his youth
9  Moomintroll’s fair lady friend and admirer
10  Says Moominmamma when she wants something to happen immediately
12  Can Snork call 9 down?
15  A rope that Moomintroll and Moominpappa practices with before going to the Wild West
17  What Mymbles becomes when she meets Mr Brisk
18  Playboy on the Riviera
21  Strongman who started out juggling heavy rocks and balancing them on his head
24  Result of spiders weaving in the Moominhouse
26  The thing Snork likes to do
27  Positive answer from Moomintroll to Moominmamma

30  A literary work
31  Will anyone be who looks into the eyes of The Lady of the Cold
33  A string instrument
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